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Abstract—The growth of Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) industry is still showing double-digit and Indonesia becomes a potential market for the products FMCG, so that the competition between companies will be intense. The company have to attempted to survive, one of the way is to maintain customer loyalty. Data mining techniques can be used to predict customer loyalty. In data mining pra-processing, feature selection is one of the important thing to reduces the number of features, removes irrelevant, redundant, or data noise, and brings the immediate effects for applications: speeding up a data mining algorithm, improving mining performance such as the accuracy of the prediction and the comprehensive result. This paper aims to identify the relevant factors that affect the performance of the classification of customer loyalty with several feature selection method and to compare the classification performance in customers loyalty prediction of FMCG products. Data was obtained from the results of fast moving consumer goods customers questionnaires towards several brands of instant noodles in Lampung that was ranked TOP Brand Award Phase 1 2016, using nonprobability sampling method and convenience sampling technique. The result in this paper, chi square feature selection methods with threshold > 0.01 showed the best results, it is indicated by the highest accuracy of random forest classification algorithm, that is 83.2% for thirteenth features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main problem in discovering knowledge process is to identify representative data as the basis of the built classification models [1]. Research on the partial defection of behaviorally loyal clients was proposed using classification method such as logistic regression, neural networks ARD and random forest [2]. In that research, regression analysis method is used for feature selection process by doing rank. Characteristics of loyal customers in the fast moving consumer goods products, as follows make a purchase on a regular basis, do not buy in out the product line, reject other products, and not easily affected by the attraction of similar products from competitors [3]. In this paper, the parameters used in the measurement of customer loyalty are make purchases continuously, recommend to a friend, colleague and family, and give positive comments on the brand of instant noodles commonly.

Feature selection can be found in many areas of data mining such as classification, clustering, association rules, regression [4]. In data mining pra-processing, feature selection is one of the important thing [5] to reduces the number of features, removes irrelevant, redundant, or data noise, and brings the immediate effects for applications: speeding up a data mining algorithm, improving mining performance such as the accuracy of prediction and the comprehensive result [6]. Often, when the mining process are presented with a number of attributes that are not small, many not useful attributes that are used for prediction.

In applications that implement a data mining typically uses a number of features, hope can give a good performance accuracy [7]. Features with large numbers will impact on expensive and complex computing. However, features with large numbers did not always guarantee a good performance. Features selected must have a correlation in discriminating against classes that are processed.

There are two points of feature selection with machine learning approach that are choose the features that will be used and explain the concept of how to combine these features to produce the concept of induction correct or appropriate result [8]. Selection feature is used to provide the characteristics of the data [9]. Phase of selection feature is certainly very critical. If the selected features have value small in discrimination, than the classification established design has a poor performance. Otherwise, if the feature has great value discrimination, than the classification established design has a good performance.

Feature selection technique using Information Gain and Gain Ratio proposed with threshold 0.01 to reduce the dimension of student data and then applied to a rule-based classification algorithms, tree-based, function-based and bayes-based. The research proposed by [10] using the feature selection method of information gain and multiple classification algorithms, namely Decision Tree, Random Forest, ANN, SVM, and Naive Bayes. The results showed that the implementation of feature selection techniques can improve accuracy values because irrelevant features to the target of classification has been reduced. Association rules also used for feature selection and model was developed using neural network (NN) and decision tree (DT) in the prediction of customer churn in Multimedia on Demand (MOD) [11].
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The growth of Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) industry is still showing double-digit and Indonesia becomes a potential market for the products FMCG [12], so that competition between companies will be intense. The company have to attempted to survive, one of the way is to maintain customer loyalty [13]. This paper aims to identify the relevant factors that affect the performance of the classification of customer loyalty with several feature selection method. This research applies several feature selection methods, namely Information Gain, Gain Ratio, and Chi Square with threshold > 0.01, and then do comparative performance random forest classification in predicting customer loyalty of FMCG products in Lampung.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes research method of the proposed methods. Section 3 describes the result and discussion. Section 4 concludes this paper. Section 5 further works from this paper.

II. METHOD

In this research, the data used to build the predictive models of classification contains 26 feature and 1 feature as a class label (as shown in Table 1). The feature consists of numerical and non-numeric features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f1</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>f14</td>
<td>Switch brands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2</td>
<td>Expenses</td>
<td>f15</td>
<td>Reason to switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f3</td>
<td>Consumption average</td>
<td>f16</td>
<td>Behavior back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f4</td>
<td>The other brands consumption</td>
<td>f17</td>
<td>Satisfaction of price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f5</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>f18</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f6</td>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>f19</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f7</td>
<td>Job status</td>
<td>f20</td>
<td>Number of buying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f8</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>f21</td>
<td>Number of consumption per once</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f9</td>
<td>Brands</td>
<td>f22</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f10</td>
<td>Promotion media</td>
<td>f23</td>
<td>Status of residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f11</td>
<td>Reason to consumption</td>
<td>f24</td>
<td>Point of purchase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f12</td>
<td>Duration of consumption</td>
<td>f25</td>
<td>Display products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f13</td>
<td>Distance purchases</td>
<td>f26</td>
<td>Brands satisfaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data was obtained from the results of fast moving consumer goods customers questionnaires towards several brands of instant noodles in Lampung that was ranked TOP Brand Award Phase 1 2016, using nonprobability sampling method and convenience sampling technique to determine who will be the respondent. By using this method, respondents were entitled to fill out a questionnaire depends entirely on ease of researchers [14]. Due to the number of population is not known, then to determine the minimum number of samples using the formula Lemeshow [15], equation (1) showed the formula of Lemeshow:

\[ n = \frac{P(1-P)(Z_{1-\alpha/2})^2}{a^2} \]  

(1)

Based on the formula in equation (1), this research’s using 386 of total respondents, that comprises of 284 respondents labeled ‘loyal’ and 102 respondents labeled ‘no loyal’. The stages of methods in this study are from data collected applied three different feature selection methods (Information Gain, Gain Ratio, and Chi Square with threshold > 0.01), and then classifies the data using random forest algorithms, after that measuring the performance of the classifier and the last step is doing a comparative analysis based on the results of performance measurement. In general, the research method is shown in figure 1.

A. Random Forest

Random forests has become a popular technique for classification, prediction, studying variable importance, variable selection, and outlier detection [16]. Random Forests are ensembles of tree-type classifiers, that use a similar but improved method of bootstrapping as bagging [17]. The random refers to the way each tree is trained [18]. Each split on each node in each tree is based on a random subset of the features in the training data. The number of variables, each node considers when deciding a split, is usually kept much smaller than the full feature space for the data set, this is done to keep the correlation between trees low. A random forest is a classifier consisting of a collection of restructured classifiers \( \{h(x, \Theta_k), k=1, \ldots\} \) where the \( \Theta_k \) are independent identically distributed random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input \( x \) [19].

In random forests, a decision tree, i.e. CART (classification and regression trees), is used as a weak learner. When solving classification problems, the random forests prediction is the un-weighted majority of class votes. As the name suggests, random forests combines many classification trees to produce more accurate classifications [20]. By-products of the random forests calculations include measures of variable importance and measures of similarity of data points that may be used for clustering, multidimensional scaling, graphical representation, and missing value imputation. Fig. 2 presents a general architecture of random forests.

The random forests algorithm (for both classification and regression) is as follows [21]:

a. Draw \( n_{tree} \) bootstrap samples from the original data;
b. For each of the bootstrap samples, grow an unpruned classification or regression tree, with the following modification: at each node, rather than choosing the best split among all predictors, randomly sample \( m_{try} \) of the predictors and choose the best split from among those variables. (Bagging can be thought of as the special case of random forests obtained when \( m_{try} = p \), the number of predictors);

Predict new data by aggregating the predictions of the \( n_{tree} \) trees (i.e., majority votes for classification, average for regression).
B. Feature Selection

Feature selection is one of the important phases in preprocessing of the data mining with choosing a subset of the original feature spaces according to discrimination capability to improve the quality of data [22]. Feature selection methods have been widely used to obtain important information in a dataset for specific target. There are 2 division in feature selection is supervised and unsupervised feature selection. feature Selection which included in the supervised category namely Chi-Square (CS), Information Gain (IG), Gain Ratio (GR) and Mutual Information (MI), whereas the feature selection which included in the unsupervised category namely Term Strength (TS), Term Contribution (TC), Entropy-based Ranking (En) and Document Frequency (DF) [23]. In general, there are three types of feature selection methods: embedded, wrapper and filter [24]. Compared with embedded and wrapper methods, filter methods are less time consuming and can solve the problem of over-fitting caused by classifier dependency [25]. Filter methods in feature selection is as follow:

1) Gain Ratio

Gain ratio is a normalization of information gain that takes into account entropy of the probability distribution subset after the partition process [26]. Gain ratio is a modification of the information gain that reduces its bias [27]. Gain ratio takes number and size of branches into account when choosing an attribute. The gain ratio is calculated as follows:

\[
GainRatio(X) = \frac{Gain(X)}{SplitInf(o(X))} \tag{2}
\]

where \(SplitInf(X)\) is the entropy of the entire probability distribution subset after do partitioning (splitting).

\[
SplitInf(X) = -\sum (\frac{|T_i|}{T}) \log_2 (\frac{|T_i|}{|T|}) \tag{3}
\]

where \(|T_i|\) is the cardinality of the subset \(T_i\) in data training \(T\).

2) Chi Square

Chi-square is a popular feature selection method, will evaluate genes individually with respect to the classes [28]. Chi-square is a supervised feature selection that can eliminate a lot of features without reducing the level of accuracy [29]. Chi-squared is based on comparing the obtained values of the frequency of a class because of the split to the expected frequency of the class. Of the \(N\) examples, let \(N_{ij}\) be the number of samples of the \(C_i\) class within the \(j\)th interval and \(M_{ij}\) is the number of samples in the \(j\)th interval. The expected frequency of \(N_{ij}\) is \(E_{ij} = M_{ij} \frac{|C_i|}{N}\). The Chi-squared statistic of a gene is then defined as:

\[
X^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1}^{T} \frac{(N_{ij} - E_{ij})^2}{E_{ij}} \tag{4}
\]

where \(I\) is the number of intervals. The larger the \(X^2\) value, the more informative the corresponding gene is.

3) Information Gain

Another key concept of information theory is information gain [30]. Information gain can also be defined with mutual information. In particular, information gain \(IG(A)\) is the reduction in the entropy that is archived by learning a variable \(A\):

\[
IG(A) = H(S) - \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{|C_i|}{|S|} H(S_i) \tag{5}
\]

where \(H(S)\) is the entropy of the given dataset and \(H(S_i)\) is the entropy of the \(i\)th subset generated by partitioning \(S\) based on feature \(A\).

In machine learning, information gain can be used to help ranking the features. Usually a feature with high information gain should be ranked higher than other features because it has stronger power in classifying the data.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Random Forest classification predictions model was processed by Weka. Random forest algorithms with three different feature selection methods namely gain ratio, information gain and chi square was applied to the experiment steps. Experiments implementation was done by all the features (before being applied feature selection method) and after using feature selection method (gain ratio, information gain and chi square) based on ranking attribute with the threshold (\(threshold > 0.01\)). The results of rank from feature selection methods show in Table 2. Based on Table 2, there are four features that are always selected, if the number of the features is limited to five features. These features are comment (f19), recomendation (f18), behavior back (f16) and consumption average (f3). It is means that the four of these features affected to customer loyalty.
While the random forest classification model is validated by 10 fold cross validation method. The performance evaluations were performed using the value of accuracy. The testing of performance classification comparison was conducted to determine the performance of the classifier, which generated predictions with the smallest error value. The results comparison of the classification prediction accuracy of each method of feature selection can be seen in Figure 3.
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Based on figure 3, if the previous value of accuracy compare to the following feature selection method, it was found that the third of feature selection methods have an influence to the increase in the value of accuracy. Especially the chi square feature selection method with a threshold > 0.01 showed the best results, it is indicated by the highest accuracy of random forest classification algorithm, that is 83.2% for thirteenth features.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the trials that have been conducted in this research, the conclusions is that the implementation of feature selection methods can affect the accuracy of random forest classification algorithms to predict customer loyalty. Chi square feature selection methods with threshold > 0.01 showed the best results in this research, it is indicated by the highest accuracy of random forest classification algorithm, that is 83.2% for thirteenth features. By applying Chi square feature selection methods, it can be seen that the relevant features affected the performance random forests algorithm, namely are comment (f19), address (f5), recomendation (f18), behavior back (f16), consumption average (f3), display products (f25), reason to switch (f15), brands satisfaction (f26), reason to consumption (f11), education (f8), distance purchases (f13), point of purchase (f24) and brands (f9). From a number of 386 data at thirteenth selected features, the 321 data (83.2%) can be classified correctly, whereas 65 data (16.8%) were incorrectly classified (as shown in Table 3).

Table 3 is confusion matrix for amount of data test of estimated loyal customers is 295. A number of 280 customers is predicted correctly as loyal customer (true-positive/ TP), whereas 15 customers predicted incorrectly (false-positive/ FP) by the classifier of decision tree. The testing on the non-loyal customers yield 41 customers (true-negative/ TN) predicted correctly and customers are not loyal, otherwise 50 customers (false-negative/ FN) predicted incorrectly as a not loyal customer.

### FURTHER WORKS

The data in this study have heterogeneous features, the transformation should be performed to becomes homogeneous features before making feature selection. Because, datasets with heterogeneous features can affect to feature selection results that are not appropriate. Other feature selection methods such as feature selection method based on mutual information which is capable of measuring the relationship between the label feature class can also be proposed for further research.
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